The Itchy Book!
by LeUyen Pham
JE Pham
When four dinosaurs develop distracting itches, Dino-Mo reminds them of the "big rule" about how dinosaurs must never scratch.

Harold & Hog Pretend for Real!
by Dan Santat
JE Santat
Can the friendship of best friends Harold and Hog, a carefree elephant and a careful hog, survive a game of pretending to be Mo Willems's Elephant and Piggie?

Fox the Tiger
by Corey R. Tabor
JE Tabor
Fox decides to become a tiger because they are fast and sneaky, and soon, his other animal friends are joining in.

School of Fish
by Jane Yolen
JE Yolen
A rhyming early reader by the Caldecott Medal-winning author of Owl Moon depicts an intrepid little fish who experiences the myriad emotions associated with starting at a new school.

The Bad Guys in Do-You-Think-He-Saurus?
by Aaron Blabey
JGN Bad
The Bad Guys find themselves 65 million years in the past where they must find a way back home before an evil alien destroys the world.

Smell My Foot!
by Cece Bell
JGN Chick
Interactions between the rule-following Chick and the absent-minded Brain, whose burgeoning friendship is tested.

Peter & Ernesto: A Tale of Two Sloths
by Graham Annable
JGN Peter
Best friends Ernesto and Peter are nothing alike. One wants adventure, but the other wants to stay home. Each find their own adventure.

All About Bears
by Jennifer Szymanski
J599.78 Szy
A tour of the world's bears introduces species ranging from grizzlies and polar bears to sloths and black bears.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Picture Book</th>
<th>Early Reader</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Bad Dog**  
by Mike Boldt  
JP Boldt  
A willful youngster who insists that her new pet is a bad dog and not actually a cat describes how her “dog” refuses to listen, walk on a leash, play fetch or even bark, even if she is cute while sleeping in sunny places. | **I Got a Chicken for My Birthday**  
by Laura Gehl  
JP Gehl  
A girl is disappointed when she receives a chicken as a birthday gift from her abuela, until she realizes the chicken is planning a bigger present for her special day. |
| **The Last Peach**  
by Gus Gordon  
JP Gordon  
Contemplating eating the last peach of the summer, two indecisive bugs consider if the peach is rotten or juicy, who should be allowed to eat it and whether or not to share it. | **The Book Hog**  
by Greg Pizzoli  
JP Pizzoli  
A Book Hog who cannot read, but loves everything about how books smell, look, and feel, accepts a kind librarian’s invitation to attend storytime, where he discovers the treasure that books really are. |
| **Eat Pete!**  
by Michael Rex  
JP Rex  
A laugh-out-loud friendship between a young boy and a hungry monster who decides that playing cars and pirates might be worthwhile, if temporary, distractions from eating his new friend. | **The Party and Other Stories**  
by Sergio Ruzzier  
JP Ruzzier  
Fox and Chick are unlikely friends, but somehow they seem to get along together, even though Fox is calm and thoughtful, and Chick is hyperactive and flighty. |
| **Shake the Tree!**  
by Chiara Vignocchi  
JP Vignocchi  
Shaking a tree in the hope of getting a yummy nut, Mouse is surprised by Fox, who forces her to escape up into the tree when he declares she would be a tasty meal for him. Other animals arrive with similar ideas. | **Stop! Bot!**  
by James Yang  
JP Yang  
A lively follow-up to Bus! Stop! finds a little boy and his apartment building’s friendly doorman racing through elaborately detailed, increasingly wacky spreads in search of a runaway bot. |
| **Puddle**  
by Richard Jackson  
JP Jackson  
The universally relatable story of a lonely puddle that is dimpled by rain, splashed by shoes, bounced by a basketball and stirred by a seagull before it makes friends with the bright sun. | **Noodleheads Find Something Fishy**  
by Tedd Arnold  
JE Arnold  
Brothers Mac and Mac are outwitted by Cousin Meatball, three fish, and even a fishing rod when they set out to learn something new. |
| **Hi, Jack!**  
by Mac Barnett  
JE Barnett  
Meet Jack: He lives in a tree house. His interests include snacks, petty theft, and lipstick graffiti. Jack also loves his friends, he just has a funny way of showing it sometimes. | **Bruce's Big Fun Day**  
by Ryan T. Higgins  
JE Higgins  
Nibbs the mouse wants to give Bruce the bear a Big Fun Day, but unfortunately grumpy Bruce does not like fun. |